We present an extended Mumford-Shah ( 
Introduction
The challenge of blind image deconvolution is to uniquely define the optimi7ed signals from the degraded irnage with unknown blur information in an ill-posed inverse condition. The ideal image f in the object plane is normally degraded by a linear space-invariant point spread function (PSF) h with an adhtive white Gaussian noise n using the lexicographic notation, g = h* f +n. The squation provides a good working model for image formation.
A general regularization method proposed by Mumford and Shah [9] has been formulated in an energy minimization approach. Currently, most Mumford-Shah (MS) based segmentation approaches combining with the level set method &ST) are intensively tested on the influences of noises or occlusions [4] and get successful results. However, the method is not suitable to segment blurred objects due to unstable and weak differences of gradients between foreground objects and cluttered background, i.e., Fig. (1) .
Moreover, variational regularization needs effective prior information or constraints to yield a unique solution to the cmespondmg optimization procedure. The Bayesian estimation provides a structured way to include prior knowledge concerning the quantities to be estimated, The Bayesian approach is, in fact, the framework in which most recent restoration methods have been introduced Combination of blur identification, image restoration and segmentation in the extended MS functional is a reasonable strategy due to the mntual supprt within a regulari7ed Bayesian approach. This has some important effects: firstly, Bayesian MAP estimation supports a good initial value for the optimization to the soft extended Mumford-Shah regularization. Secondly, it becomes possible to get edgepreserving image restoration in the extended MS regularization via a r-convergence approximation [l] . Finally, an embedded alternate minimization method can achieve the outputs without scale problems. One output of the finite sets of curves and object boundaries can be considered as discrete analogues of graphs. A graph-theory is integrated to the MS functional for partitioning and grouping these different padient edges. The experimental results show that the method yields good segmentation results as well as edge-preserving restoration.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 
Extended I?-Convergence MS Functional
The basic idea of the Mumford-Shah functional is to subdivide an image into many meaninghl regions (objects). It means to find a decomposition into regions ni of an image R and an optimal piecewise smooth approximation f given an observed image g. Thus, the estimated f varies smoothly
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within each Cli, and discontinuously across the boundaries of ni. The formula was considered as an energy E( f, C ) minimization problem, where, dA = dxdy , S1 c R2 is a connected, bounded and open subset R2, j is the smoothed image c ! 2 \ C, g : 0 + R is a bounded image-function with uniform feature intensity, C c 0 is a finite set of segmenting curves and unit of object boundmes, ICI is the length of curve of C.
By minimization of the MS functional E ( f , C ) , it is diffinilt to derive the set C nnmerically, keep track nf possible changes of its topology, and calculate its length. Also, the number of possible discontinuity sets is enormous even on a small grid. To solve such difficulties, Ambrosio and Tortorelli [l] applied a r-convergence approximation to the Mumford-Shah functional which means to replace G by a continuous variable v in the third term This Bayesian MAP approach can also be seen as a regularization approach which combines optimization method fnr the minimization of two propnsed cost fiinctinns in the image domain and the PSF domain. The cost function E in maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of the restored image f and PSF h from Eq. ( 1 ) deducted as follows, Some constraints are assumed for the application of these equations due to the fact that image pixels are independent identically distributed without influencing pixel correlations. The proposed prior solution space supports Bayesian estimation of parameuic PSFs. The reason is that PSFs of numerous real blurred images satisfy up to a certain degree parametric structure. Also, most PSFs exist in the f m of low-pass filters. The proposed method attempts to address these asymmetries by integrating parametric blur knowledge into the scheme of the extended Mumford-Shah reguhzation.
Solution Space of Blur Kernel Priors
We define a set O as a solution space of Bayesian estimation which consists of pmary parametric PSF models 
Estimation in the PSF Domain
The estimation of PSF is a starting point for the image estimation. In the PSF domain, the PSF can be seen as the maximization of conditional probability. The cost function of the PSF is described using the extended Mumford-Shah functional,
where
pe(h) c x y $ , l v h 1 2 d~ + 61h -hf12 is the prior howledge. Since both the original and observed image represent intensity distributions that cannot take negative values, the PSF coefficients are always nonnegative, h ( x ) 2 0.
Furthermore, since image formation systems normally do not absorb or generate energy, the PSF should satisfy
Ex,, h (x) = 1.0. x E R, 0 C R q s known.
with less noise, the estimated PSF is convolved with several low-pass filters to remove noise and get several PSF neighbors k9, j E ( 1 , ..., K). In order to study the interaction he- 
(h) is that l i j ( & ) is wcight dividcd by d(% h j ) . d(h, h j ) is thc
Euclidean distance between !I and its neighbor , 1, (h) =
c , K _ , I E ( % )~~(~, %)l/ld2(h, %)I-
The weighted mean likelihood li(h) depends on two conditions. The first condition is the likelihood value of the blur manifold ly ( f~~) , and the second is the distance between fz and its neighbor h3. The estimated output blur fit is obtained from the parametric blur models using where lo(!I) = 1 -max(li(iL)), i = 1 , ..., C.
The main objective of this equation is to assess the relevance of current estimated PSF h with respect to parametric PSF models, and integrates such knowledge progressively into the computation scheme. If the current estimated PSF /h is closely with the estimated PSF hf, that means fi belongs to a predefined paramenic blur structure. Otherwise, if b differs from k f significantly, the current blur h may not belong to the predefined PSF priors. (1). nth i t . fn(x) = argrnin(f"1L-l,g), f i x k(z) 
From Learnt PSF Statistics to PSF Es-

Experiments
while (nmse2 > &2) (i). v m argrnin(v1f) = dE,/dv, fix f(x) (ii). f m argmin(fl1w) = dE,/dj, fix v(x)
Results on Synthetic and Real Data
In the 6rst experiment, we have compared the results of image restoration using the weighted L2 Tlkhonov regularization and the extended MS regularization. The parameters in the Mumford-Shah functional are tuned for the k s t performance cy = lop4, , B = lop8, E = lop3 with an estimated PSF from regularization. In F i g . is the restored image using the Mumford-Shah regularization and thc cstjmatcd PSF. From thc rcsults, wc can Gasily observe that the result from extended Mumford-Shah functional is sharper and has less ringing artifacts mpared to the weighted L~ Tikhonov regularization using the same estimated PSF. It highlights that the restoration using extended MS regularization is inclined towards edge-
Conclusions
Flgure 3. Segmentation using the extended MS functlonal and the graph-cuts method.
preserving restoration.
Ths experiment is tested on real-world video data. For cluttered images in Fig. (1 ) , some of closed contour curves using curve evolution technique [41 easily disappear due to some boundary leaks, non-average grahent ddferences and cluttered background. Segmentation of a blurred, noisy video sequence has good performance using the suggested method shown in Fig. (3) . One advantage of our method is that the discontinuity set is not restricted to isolated closed contours. Cluttered background objects with stronger gradients do not influence the segmentation of blurred objects with unstable and lower gradients. The MS functional can achieve accurate edge detection, u is initdized as 1, the edges are computed after a few iterations. These edges driven from the extended Munford-Shah functional are grouped and thinned via an extended graph-grouping and partitioning Nmts [lo] method into numerical labeled groups. The segmentation result is labeled and color filled following the partitioned regions.
Blind image deconvolution is an ill-posed inverse problem. Searching for the solution in a larger space is not a good suategy. To utilize accurate prior i n f o d o n directly in the computation is an excellent strategy since the approach improves the accuracy of initial values. The I?-convergence approximated MS functional is extended to include cost terms for the estimation of blur kernels. The estimated PSF is not only based on the Bayesian MAP estimation but also optimized alternatingly in the regularization. The estimated image, the estimated PSF and edge curves are generated simultaneously from the extended MS functional. Furthermore, a graph-cuts method is integrated to group edges derived from the extended MS functional.
These lower gra&ent blurred objects can the11 be segmented accurately without any prior knowledge. It is clear that the method is instrumental in image restoration and segmentation and can easily be extended in practical environments.
